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The opposition was better organized in New York than in
other state. George Clinton, who had	governor for eleven
years, and who had his state almost in Ms pocket,	the
strongest personal interest In keeping New York as distinct as
possible within the "Confederation. He had the support of the
^peculiar aristocracy," the lords of the manors King northward
along the Hudson, who naturally liked to see the public expenses
paid rather out of import duties, collected by New York,
out of taxes on land. The British occupation of New York City
and the adjacent islands during tlia Revolution bad forced the
state to carry on its government at various towss inland, and the
counties above Wsstchsstsr bad had much political experience.
Clinton himself lived in Ulster County, John Lansing and Echert
Yates, delegates from New York to the Federal Convention, fccth
lived in Albany. As soon-as they left Philadelphia, in July 1737,
they 'disregarded the rule of secrecy and InfDnned Clinton that
the Convention was exceeding its instructions; and they gave it
as their own opinion that "a general government, however
guarded by declarations of rights, or cautionary provisions, must .
k unavoidably, in a short time, be productive of the destruction of
the civil liberty of such citizens as could he effectually coerced
by it.3" Clinton, already wary, became more emphatic* He began
what was called "a campaign of education** against the Con«
vention and the Constitution which - went on with accumulating
vigor until the state convention met the next year on June 17
at the court house in Poughkeepsie Two-thirds of the members
were Antifederalists5 from all the up-state counties north of
Westchester, and some members from the lower counties on the
New York islands*
The contest in the campaign of education was	cm
one side by Clinton, on the other by Alexander Hamilton. Hamil-
ton and John Jay (with the help of Madison) produced The
Federalist? but it was too learned and reasonable to catch votes
in the hustings. Interested local politicians did that better. But
though the Antifederalists had a majority in the convention, they
could not simply reject the Constitution. As Hamilton wrote to
Madison on June 8, the Antifederalist leaders were afraid thai

